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About This Game

Mutant Storm progresses over 89 levels of twin-stick shooter mayhem! As you get deeper, you are ever more overcrowded with
nasty beasties. This carnival of frenetic fun is showcased in a cutting edge graphics extravaganza.

Viewed from well above, you and your enemies can always be seen. Always be killed, and always be laughed at! There is no
hiding. No tactics. No planning. No Net.

Your enemies created this world and they sure ain’t gonna help you out!

You like to play hard? Then the game gets harder. Feel like you're doing well? ... Enjoy it while it lasts!

Survive long enough, and you get rewarded with score multipliers, doubling your score. Making your enemies even angrier, and
that bit more determined to kill you!

Lose a life and watch your multipliers tumble, and the beasties slow down and relax, safe in the knowledge that you are just a
big softy really!!

After you conquer all 89 levels you’ll be awarded a ‘White Belt’. Progress to win all 8 belts until you possess the much coveted
Mutant Storm ‘Black Belt’.

Key Features
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89 Levels

Adventure & Tally gameplay modes

7 Difficulty levels

Over 20 unique enemies

Psychedelic 3D visuals and effects

Global Online Leaderboards

Local multiplayer

Achievements
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Title: Mutant Storm: Reloaded
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PomPom Games
Publisher:
PomPom Games
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2012
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English,French,German,Italian
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mutant storm reloaded. mutant storm reloaded pc download. mutant storm reloaded xbox 360

I have completed what is available on the early access release, here are some thoughts:

Pros

 Strong melee combat system, with some innovative ideas (combining dodging with counterattacks as well as combos --
combos are unique for each weapon)

 Buffs for boss fights make them doable yet challenging

 Very few glitches (game never crashed on me, no notable visual bugs -- one time I was drinking some Soju when I
entered a boss fight and the cutscene showed a floating bottle, not a big deal)

 Challenging -- get punished for not being thoughtful about attacks, combos, use of stamina, etc.

 Multitude of enemies each with different strategies and attacks (for the short game that it is)

Fun progression and death related challenge (the more you die without finding a totem, the higher the enemy morale --
meaning they become more aggressive but I am unsure if they deal more damage or not?)

 Eerie atmosphere and enemies (from demonic humanoids to worms)

 Souls-like RPG elements (sleeping to level, resets enemies except minibosses)

 Price, for this gem the 9 dollars I paid for it was well worth it
Cons -- there are very few and they do not really take away from the game experience

 Short, but could be expected from the early access -- kind of seems like a tech demo in some ways, an
introduction to the combat system and world

 Minor development of story -- mostly focused on the combat and dungeon crawling

 Some funny translation when talking to the NPC

 There's one NPC who says the same thing each time you encounter him
Overall, I give the game a solid 4.5\/5 for what it is. Again, it's short but it was very fun. It does remind me of
Dark Souls\/Souls series type games but that is not a bad thing for me. It is a first person variant to the
challenging RPG, which feels innovative and fun. Looking forward to more.

Well worth the 9 dollars.. In the end, this game has a very niche audience. While I myself can't necessary say that
I would keep on playing it, those who like very finite detailed controlled over a simulator will enjoy the level that
this game has to offer. The ability to pause is almost necessary to be able to control your guild to a great future,
but for those who are looking for a faster experience, will skip over that and suffer for it. That's why I say it's a
very niche audience: you'll either like it for that, or you won't.

I go more into the details of gameplay and first impressions in a video here: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=M9H6D4EqUVI. Ok, so this game isn't superfantastic in any way, but it's
fun to play and pretty easy to get into.
It's hard to give this game a score, it's a pretty small game, and it's super cheap, so it's worth you money.
I would also say that the frustration level while playing is failry low, so it's a great game if you just want to relax
and not have to think too much.

6/10 it's fun, worth your money, it won't suck you in or captivate you for very long, but it's a great game to play
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if you need a break from other games.. Great game for any Steam User. Decent set of pre-order skins for Nero
and Dante, note that these cannot be gained through gameplay! Thanks Capcom!. I was a bit sceptical about this
"one click and we fully update the last bit of your computer without you having to manually supervise" thing...
But as I had to reinstall my Windows, so I was like to give it a really strict try, and let it compete with the "fully
manual" method. So freshly installed windows, grabbed five different "driver update checking" softwares from
five different developers, with five different databases.

First checking without any updates: boom I've got a median of 30% of the drivers outdated.

Second time with manually checking for each driver using AIDA64 for driver names and IDs and manually
searching for each of them on manufacturers site: about 10% of the drivers still outdated.

Third let's reinstall the Windows again, and let Driver Booster run just by itself: surprisingly most of them gave
back a mere 3 drivers outdated, 2 of them are duplicates of the same "Android USB device" driver, so it doesn't
really count by my books, and I can give that 1 remaining outdated driver the margin of error, so surprisingly
Driver Booster gave a far-faaaar better result than the manufaturers themselves. Also this managed to do the job
in less than an hour (thanks to my less than useable and soon to be abandoned ISP), while I was searching
manually for three hours with three other nervous breakdowns.

I was a bit sceptical about this "one click and we fully update the last bit of your computer without you having to
manually supervise" thing... But now as I tested out what it's capable of it convinced me for my full trust of this
software, and really convinced me, to support it by buying the Pro version.

Highly recommended must-have software!. its like a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥in a hair curler. I liked it a lot, very nice
inception-like puzzle game, but a little short (that's the only 'negative' point)... hope the developer will be creating
a sequal within the not too distance future, well I'm in!
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Masterpiece!!! Pure game with amazing art and music. Rythm game and beat'em up combination but more rythm game that is
so unique but some how so nostalgic.
Hard but so rewarding when you get in the groove.
10/10 for me.. This was a fun game that was great until the developers added so many ways for the baby to kill itself it made it
almost impossible to win as the father so in its current state i would say to give this game a pass. Game needs difficulty setting,
it gets annoying constantly having to take flags/resource points as fast as you can, you don't get to enjoy the RTS components of
the game, or take some time to build up forces. The capture points could use some kind of defensive position, instead of
constantly running and gunning. More game modes would be interesting too, like a Siege mode where you have to take out the
enemy base, or defense mode where you build up defenses and troops against waves of enemies. This game has a lot of
potential, i also understand that this is Early Access and things can change, i would also like to see workshop/modding support in
the future. Best of Luck.. TLDR; This is a really good VR arena combat sim. Realistic, fairly deep, very interesting scenarios.

I remember seeing this game pop up a long time ago. It looked ok, but I wasn't sold on the graphics.
At the time Gorn was getting a lot of attention, and so I had been playing that as my go-to melee arena fighting sim.
Recently however I picked up Gladius, I assumed it was basically a more realistic verion of Gorn.
But boy was I wrong, I did the tutorial and hopped into the arena for the first time (on hard difficulty) and I was getting
pummled by these other gladiator dudes. I really had to think and react to the weaknesses in their armor. And the fight just kept
going, gladiator after gladiator. Then once they were all dispatched and i was ready for it to finish, some Centurion came out. I
saw their tall shields and just thought to myself, "Oh crap... how am I going to do this?"
Well, I just managed to take them out too, when 2 lions come charging at me!
They killed me, but man it sure made a lasting effect on me. I just wanted to go back in, and do things better.

That was just the first arena, and they got better and better. The introduction of mythological creatured scared me as the combat
is so raw and realistic.

So, basically, if you liked GORN but wanted a bit more than just the same arena spaces, I dare say you'll love this.. A short, but
Highly enjoyable expierence. All the game felt totally realistic, like I can see this being in someone's basement. (except for the
cage) Completely worth buying on sale.
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